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ABOUT MEISER

Production Site Schmelz-Limbach

MEISER is a medium sized company specialising in Open Bar Grating, Profile Planks, Stairways, Stairtreads, Galvanising and Slit Steel Materials.
There are two main factories in Germany, one at Schmelz-Limbach in the Saarland and the other at
Oelsnitz in Saxony plus other subsidiaries in Belgium, France, Hungary, Turkey, Morocco, Peru, Brazil,
Egypt and Dubai. Both German plants have Galvanising, Slitting and Cold Rolling facilities whose ensure
high quality throughout our manufacturing processes.
We have Meiser Sales Offices and Agencies worldwide, guaranteeing a local contact and a personal customer experience. The company employs 2800 people worldwide with over 1800 of them in the German
factories.
The company was founded in 1956 by Edmund Meiser and to this day has remained a family owned and
run enterprise with traditional values ensuring quality and reliability. We trust in our flexible and committed workforce along with our ability to invest in state of the art ultra efficient machinery.
To us, business is primarily to do with people. We place high value on personal and individual contact
with our business associates and customers. We believe that progress and growth is only feasible when
customers are satisfied with our products and levels of service. Various project collaborations that we
have created together with our customers confirm our strategy.
We look forward to welcoming you as a customer!
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GRATING

Creative architects and civil engineers often arrive at surprisingly affordable solutions simply by using the
otherwise ”unusual“ material of grating. It harmonises astonishingly well with wood, glass and stone. The
different variations, offered by a variety of mesh spacings can create truly interesting surface structures
which, depending on the angle of observation or particular lighting conditions, convey a range of aesthetic
visual effects. Visible steel construction is now becoming the style element of the new era. We are always
available to assist you to over-come any design queries or concerns.
The presented products are only examples of our extensive range.

Press Locked Grating [1]
The press locked grating is the most commonly used
type of grating in many European countries today.
Thanks to a production technology which differs significantly from that used for the press welded grating, and which enables a much greater variety of
products, this type of grating provides for an almost
unlimited number of applications. Its design allows
for great flexibility regarding the mesh size and the
height and thickness of the bearing bars.
MEISER Press Locked grating can be manufactured
from Mild Steel, Stainless Steel or Aluminium. Customer specified material grades can also be offered
as necessary. Our production methods guarantee a
visually appealing uniform precision mesh size.

1
Press Welded Grating [2]
MEISER press welded grating is traditionally used
in many areas of industry. The continuous welding
of each individual intersection point of the bearing
bar and cross bar produces an extremely stable and
hard-wearing structure. The cross bars normally used
in the press welded grating are twisted square wires,
which are resistance welded to the bearing bars.
MEISER Press Welded grating is manufactured from
carbon steel. The transverse bars are electro-forged
into the bearing bars at a pressure of 1000 Kn,
whilst simultaneously electrically welding them into
one unit. The combination of welded cross bars and
bearing bars result in a product made for high torsion
rigidity.
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GRATING

Over time, MEISER has developed and produced
more than 5,000 different types of grating. Most
of these versions were created from very detailed
specifications by the customer, architect or planning office.
Often the main focus is on functionality, although
it is not unusual for aesthetics to play a certain role, with a tight budget sometimes setting
clear limitations. If everything comes together,
we speak of special solutions or special grating,
which we find particularly appealing. Imagination
and technical expertise are required for comb grating, finned grating or grating on which you can
walk barefoot.
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Full Press Locked Louvre Grating [3]
The newly developed full press locked louvre grating
combines excellent technical qualities with an elegant design and thus offers a variety of new solutions. It offers civil engineers and architects added
scope when designing building sun shields, facades
and external gangways – without destroying the architectural concept of the building. MEISER full press
locked louvre grating is available in steel, aluminium
or high-grade stainless steel.

Special gratings [4 and 5]
MEISER can supply a wide range of grating types.
Contact any of our sales offices to discuss your requirements and find the best solution for your project.
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PROFILE PLANKING

In many applications it is essential to guarantee high levels of safety and stability. The wide range of surface
configurations offered by MEISER profile planking ensures all anti-slip requirements can be satisfied. Our
metal profile planking is aesthetically pleasing and used extensively both in industrial applications for walkways, platforms and stairways and in architectural applications for solar protection and building facades.
The presented products are only examples of our extensive range.

ADERSTEP N
Slip-resistant surface with upward punched holes.

STEPLARM G
Closed corrugated surface, the pattern is similar in
form to that of chequer plate.

STEPBLOC F
Slip-resistant surface with both upward punched
and raised perforations.

FORMSTEP N
Anti-slip surface with perforations that are small
at the top and large at the bottom. Stairtreads for
spiral staircases are available in all versions of
FORMSTEP.

STEPPLUS N
Surface structure comparable to non-slip steel
flooring.
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STAIRCASES

Our stairs department specialises in the production of straight, multi-flight or winding/spiral access stairways. We offer the complete range of stairs from outside fire escape and industrial stairs to architectural
high-end internal stairs.
The presented products are only examples of our extensive range.

The fire-escape staircase
This fire-escape not only meets all legal and building regulations but is also an aesthetic architectural feature of the building.

Winding/spiral staircases
Winding/spiral staricases offer a larger diameter
and wider surface to their steps. The modern winding/spiral stairs impress by their elegant design,
the subtle interplay of shape and material.

Straight staircases
Straight staircases offer architectural solutions
which would be unthinkable using different techniques, or which could only be realized by complicated calculations, excessive amounts of material
and high costs.
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GRP-PRODUCTS

GRP grating (glass fibre reinforced plastic grating) is specially developed for industrial and public service
use where corrosion resistance is especially important. It can be installed quickly and easily and ensures
increased safety and comfort.
The presented products are only examples of our extensive range.

Moulded MEISER GRP grating is usually of square
mesh.

Pultruded Grating: The alternative for high loads
with low weights. They are available in a range of
different patterns, depths, spacings and colours.

The MEISER GRP handrail is available in two types,
both types can be supplied for either platforms horizontal type, or stairways-raking type.

GRP Ladders: MEISER GRP ladders meet NFE 85010 and EN 131 standards.
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SCAFFOLDING

Scaffolding Solutions
The Saxon scaffolding manufacturer ALFIX becomes a 100% subsidiary in 2019. With more than
60 years of experience, the ALFIX brand stands
for scaffolding solutions bearing the mark “Made
in Germany”. With constant innovations and fair
prices ALFIX scaffolding systems developed to be
an established brand on the European market. Like
MEISER, ALFIX is building its business on motivated
and well formed employees who ensure customer
proximity in internal and external work. Thanks to
continuous research and development activities,
products produced by MEISER and ALFIX continue
to set new standards.
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FALL PROTECTION

MEISER Fall Protection
MEISER fall protection elements are the ideal
solution for covering large areas such as false
ceilings, defining the edges of platforms and enclosing conveyor systems. They consist of a load
bearing tubular frame and welded-on mesh grid.
The tubular frame type and the size of the mesh
grid are usually defined in the factory standards of
the individual automobile manufacturers.
Our state-of-the-art production comprises the
manufacturing of the wire mats, the cutting to size
of the pipes and the robot welding of the elements.
The welding by means of a robot ensures a constant high quality while assuring short delivery
times.

Make a non-binding enquiry
convinced of our performance.

and

become
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SHELF GRATING

MEISER Shelf Grating
MEISER shelf grating offers decisive advantages
within logistics systems compared to other shelf
coverings. In addition to their durability, they are
above all permeable to light and water. This is a
key feature when sprinkler systems are used.
The high degree of transparency of the grating means that plenty of light is able to enter, thus providing high brightness levels in the logistics system;
moreover, the items stored on the shelves can be
identified from below. Ingenious detailed solutions
mean that the grating is easily installed and offers
the additional integrated benefits.
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MEISER INTERNATIONAL

Production sites
Germany
Gebr. MEISER GmbH
Edmund Meiser Straße 1
D-66839 Schmelz-Limbach
Tel
+49 (0) 68 87 - 3 09-0
Fax
+49 (0) 68 87 - 3 09-3000
E-Mail info@meiser.de
MEISER Vogtland OHG
Am Lehmteich 3
D-08606 Oelsnitz
Tel
+49 (0) 37 421 - 50-0
Fax
+49 (0) 37 421 - 50 2120
E-Mail info@meiser.de
Belgium
MEISER FAMECO S.A.
Rue Pelé-Bois 4
B-4590 Ouffet
Tel
+ 32 (0) 86 36 91 12
Tel
+ 32 (0) 86 36 64 33
E-Mail f.schildermans@fameco.be
Brazil
MARANGONI MEISER
Pisos Metálicos Ltda.
Avenida João Pinto, 1017
Parque da Empresa
CEP 13803-360 Mogi Mirim –
SP BRASIL
Tel
+ 55 19 38059640
E-Mail info@meiser-brasil.com.br

Egypt
Hady MEISER Egypt
for Bar grating production S.A.E.
6, Ramo Buildings/Nasr Road
Nasr City, Cairo
Arab Republic of Egypt
Tel
+20 (0) 2 44 69 70 48
Fax
+20 (0) 24 15 14 85
E-Mail mmeiser@link.net

Marocco
Meiser-Maghreb GmbH
Centre d’Affaires Contempo
71, Rue Azilal, Angle Boulevard
Mohamed V, 3rd Floor
20110, Casablanca
Tel

+212 529 03 67 34

Fax

+212 529 03 64 00

GSM

00 212 641 13 45 5

E-Mail y.mouftakir@meiser.de

France
MEISER Sarl
2101 Route de Béthune
ZA l’Alouette
F-62136 LESTREM
François Bernardeau
Tel
+33 321 64 75 43
Fax
+33 321 64 75 42
E-Mail lestrem@meiser.fr

Turkey
MEISER Izgara San ve Tic Ltd Sti
Arslanbey OSB Mah. 3. Sok. No: 8
41080 Kartepe-Kocaeli
Tel
+90-262-3512051
Tel
+90-5-444-634737
Fax
+90-262-3512041
E-Mail ioyilmaz@meiser-tr.com

Hungary
MEISER Ferroste Kft.
Papirgyári ut 13
H-2400 Dunaújváros
Tel
+36 (0) 25 511-100
+36 (0) 25 511-012
Fax
+36 (0) 25 501-870
E-Mail lampert.janos@ferroste.hu

UAE
Lionweld MEISER LLC
DUTCO Compound
Jebel Ali Industrial 2
DUBAI
United Arab Emirates
Tel
+ 971 (0) 48 80 11 25
Fax
+ 971 (0) 48 80 11 99
E-Mail rajiv.menon@lmlme.com

Finland
Finnritilä Oy
Satamakatu 8
74120 Iisalmi Finland
Tel
+358 17 821 3800
Fax
+358 17 821 3822
E-Mail
timo.koivistoinen@finnritila.com
www.finnritila.com

USA
MEISER gratings Inc.
1579 Monroe Drive NE
Box 410
Atlanta, GA 30324
Tel
+1 404 488 6592
E-Mail info@meiser.us

Offices
Algeria
MEISER Algerie Sarl.
Benghazi Lot 424B
Baraki, 16210 Alger
Tel		 +21 323 92 24 96
Fax		 +21 323 92 25 13
Mobil		 +21 366 15 03 552
E-Mail		 m.kadri@meiser.dz

Austria
Meiser Österreich GmbH
Anton-Hubmann-Platz 1
8077 Gössendorf
Fax
+43 (0) 03135 - 409 53
E-Mail office@meiser.at
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Offices
Netherlands
RST MEISER NEDERLAND BV
Goudsesingel 98
NL - 3011 KD Rotterdam
Tel
+31 (0) 10 233 13 00
Fax
+31 (0) 10 4 147 847
E-Mail info@rstmeiser.nl
Norway
MEISER Norway AS
Melsomvikveien 3
Postboks 113
N-3161 Stokke
Tel
+47 (0) 33 30 58 30
Fax
+47 (0) 33 30 58 31
E-Mail p.kilvaer@meiser.no
Poland
MEISER Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. gen. Maczka 41
43-300 Bielsko Biała
Tel
+48 33 815 65 25
Tel
+48 33 815 65 26
Fax
+48 33 815 65 27
E-Mail biuro@meiser.pl

Romania
MEISER Romania S.R.L.
str. Henri Coandã nr.13
cod postal: 410228
Oradea
Tel
+ 40 (0) 2 59 47 06 21
Fax
+ 40 (0) 2 59 47 06 22
E-Mail meiser@meiser.ro
Sweden
MEISER Sweden AB
Flygfältsgatan 16 a
SE-423 37 Torslanda
Tel
+46 (0) 10-458 00 00
E-Mail info@meiser.se
Switzerland
PMI MEISER Gitterroste AG
Schlüechtistrasse 6
8104 Weiningen ZH
Tel
+ 41 (0) 44 751 70 51
Fax
+ 41 (0) 44 751 70 55
E-Mail info@meiser.ch

Spain
MEISER REJILLAS HISPANIA, S.L.
Polígono Industrial Cabezo Beaza
Avenida Luxemburgo s/n, Centro Empresarial „Cartagena Plaza“
Planta 1ª-Local 1.3
C.P.30353 Cartagena (Murcia)
Tel
+34 868 06 66 56
Fax
+34 868 06 66 56
E-Mail	 info@meiser.es
UK
MEISER UK Ltd
1B Poplar Road
Broadmeadow Industrial Estate
Dumbarton G82 2RD Scotland
Tel
+ 44 (0) 13 89 76 50 00
Fax
+ 44 (0) 13 89 76 11 66
E-Mail: l.hannan@meiser.co.uk
Cameroon
MEISER AC Sarl
Rue prince bell, Bali
BP5560 Douala CAMEROUN
Tel
+237 69 80 07 73 6
Email:jose.sokoudjou@gmail.com

European agencies
Czech Republic
MEISER Vogtland OHG
Am Lehmteich 3
D-08606 Oelsnitz
Tel
+49 (37421) 50 0
Fax
+49 (37421) 50 2220
Ing. Robert Vávra
Tel
+420 - 775 634737
E-mail r.vavra@meiser.de
Croatia
MASERVICE-VRBOVEC d.o.o.
Gradecka ul. 33.
HR-10340 Vrbovec
Tel
+385 (0) 12 791 - 609
Fax +385 (0) 12 791 – 884

Denmark
SEMITECH A/S
Reskavej 1
DK-4220 Korsor
Tel
+45 (0) 57 52 75 75
Fax
+45 (0) 57 52 75 77
E-mail email@semitech.dk
www.semitech.dk
Lithuania
UAB Morionis
Joint stock company Ltd.
Kestucio g.54
LT-3000 Kaunas
Tel
+37 (0) 37 20 32 10
Fax
+37 (0) 37 20 32 17
E-mail morionis@takas.lt

Portugal
MEISER REJILLAS HISPANIA, S.L.
Polígono Industrial Cabezo Beaza
Avenida Luxemburgo s/n, Centro Empresarial „Cartagena Plaza“
Planta 1ª-Local 1.3
C.P.30353 Cartagena (Murcia)
Tel
+ 34 868 06 66 56
Fax
+ 34 868 06 66 56
E-mail c.weber@meiser.es
www.meiser-brasil.com.br
Slovénie
METALnet
BENKO-Tehna Puconci d.o.o
Puconci 403
9201 Puconci
Tel
+386 (0) 2 54 59 650
Fax
+386 (0) 2 54 59 656
E-mail info@metalnet.si

You will find all our further offices and agencies listed on our website.
www.meiser.de/en/meiser-worldwide
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